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The long-promised solution for constrained MicroFIT projects may soon become a reality. 

Sean Kelly, with AGRIS Solar Co-operative, says new Ontario Power Authority rules in the wake of the Feed-In Tariff 
program review should make a difference. He hopes they’ll have been announced in time for the cooperative’s annual 
meeting in Chatham on April 4. 

“I think they (government) have done everything they said they would do and now it’s about the implementation and 
that’s up to the OPA,” Kelly said. 

“What AGRIS Solar wants to do, depending on what the government does, is to help those farmers move their 
projects so they can be connected.” 

The Minister of Energy issued a directive last summer that would allow up to 50 constrained projects to be located in 
the same spot. Kelly says AGRIS Solar is looking to this “Solar Gardens” approach as a near-term solution rather 
than waiting for further improvements to the distribution infrastructure. 

Kelly, AGRIS Solar’s director of member services and government relations, hopes the new rules will also provide an 
answer for farmers who built MicroFIT solar projects on their own without the guarantee of a connection. 

AGRIS Solar represents close to 400 individuals and more than 700 projects. Kelly says about half the projects are 
now contributing power to the grid. Most of the others have been proposed for locations where grid connections have 
so far been unavailable. 

AGRIS Solar has been cautious in dealing with the constrained project issue. While no cooperative projects were built 
without a grid connection guarantee, more than half were constrained, Kelly said. In some cases, grid improvements 
enabled some of these to move forward. 

AGRIS Solar was formed in 2010 after a director with AGRIS Co-operative Ltd. suggested a cooperative approach 
was needed to take advantage of the government MicroFIT solar initiative. 

The idea was to work cooperatively to find the best technology and to share risk. Income from active projects is 
pooled and shared equally among members. 

Like Kelly, AGRIS Solar President Dave Malott is pleased with the results of the FIT review. 

“We have spent months consulting with the provincial agencies and the McGuinty government to solve the constraint 
issue for our own membership,” Malott said. 

“It is refreshing that Minister Bentley and his agencies have listened. We look forward to moving forward with them in 
Ontario.” 

Both AGRIS Solar and AGRIS Co-operative Ltd. will be marking 2012 as the UN Year of the Co-operative. 

Terry Stevenson, communications director with AGRIS Co-operative Ltd., said a billboard was sponsored and a 
celebratory barbeque is planned for the summer. 

Co-operatives, as compared to many other types of businesses, have proven resilient in the wake of the global 
financial crisis, according to Mark Ventry, executive-director of the Ontario Co-Operatives Association. “It you look 



back to 2008 when the economy tanked... co-ops, because of their community base, just seemed to trundle along – 
at least most of them have.” 

This view is borne out in the UN report. 

It says cooperatives are driven by a broad range of values and objectives of which profit is just one. “During the 
(financial) crisis, the cooperative and credit union sector experienced an influx of deposit funds from member owners 
seeking a safer place to put their savings. In addition, this sector has been able to lend prudently when other investor-
owned banks, with weakened capital, have cut back on lending.” 

Here in Canada, there is additional evidence that cooperative enterprises have a higher likelihood of success in the 
survival rate studies for cooperatives in British Columbia and Alberta released last year. 

In Alberta, the five-year survival rate was close to 90 per cent. In British Columbia, two-thirds of cooperatives were 
still in business five years after incorporation – a number similar to what was found in Quebec in 2008. 

What’s remarkable is the comparison with conventional businesses in Canada which have a five-year, survival rate of 
about 40 per cent. 

The success can be linked to the four core, governing principles of a cooperatives: 

• They’re voluntary and have an open member policy. 

• They’re controlled democratically by the members. 

• Members must be economic participants. 

• They’re autonomous and independent. 

 


